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NEW RESULTS ON TORUS CUBE PACKINGS AND TILINGS
MATHIEU DUTOUR SIKIRI ´C AND YOSHIAKI ITOH
ABSTRACT. We consider sequential random packing of integral translate of
cubes [0,N]n into the torus Zn/2NZn. Two special cases are of special in-
terest:
(1) The case N = 2 which corresponds to a discrete case of tilings (considered
in [DIP06, DI11])
(2) The case N = ∞ corresponds to a case of continuous tilings (considered in
[DI10, DI11])
Both cases correspond to some special combinatorial structure and we describe
here new developments.
1. INTRODUCTION
A cube tiling is a family (vi + [0,1]n) of translates of the unit cube [0,1]n that
tiles Rn by translation. A cube tiling is said to be of class TN if it is 2Zn periodic
and if the vectors vi belong to 1NZ
n
. Up to scaling this corresponds to 2NZn
periodic tilings of Rn by integral translates of the cube [0,N]n.
The origin of the subject of cube packing is with what is called Keller’s conjec-
ture ([Ke30]) that generalize a previous conjecture of Minkowski. The conjecture
states that in every packing of Rn by translates of the cube [0,1]n there exist two
cubes that share a facet. The conjecture was proved to be true for n ≤ 6 in [Pe40].
It was proved to be false for n ≥ 10 in [LaSh92] and for n ≥ 8 in [McKa02]. The
counterexample found were of class T2. Previously, it was found in [Sza86] that
Keller’s conjecture is true for all n if and only if it is true for all cube packings of
class T2 and all dimensions.
If one restricts to the case of cube tilings of class T2 of dimension n then the
Keller’s conjecture is a finite problem ([CoSz90]). It is equivalent to proving
that some graph Gn having 4n vertices has a clique number lower than 2n. In
[DELMSW] it was proven that the clique number of this graph G7 is 124. This
shows that Keller’s conjecture is true in dimension 7 for the class of T2 cube tilings.
But it does not a priori rule out the possibility of a counter-example in dimension 7
that is not of class T2, though this is unlikely. The computation in [DELMSW] was
an extraordinary accomplishment that was for long though to require a computer,
the “size of a galaxy”.
It therefore appears that the class T2 of cube tilings is very interesting to study.
Also a priori interesting is to consider cube packings. For such classes PN , ques-
tions of iterative packing and extensibility occurs. Also, since the class T2 is finite
in a given dimension, questions of classifications occurs that may be of interest.
We will report on the recent works in the subject.
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FIGURE 1. The unique non-tiling non-extensible cube packing in
dimension 3
The classes TN for N > 2 are much harder to study combinatorially and of lim-
ited interest. However, as N goes to ∞, one can study a special kind of continuous
cube tiling obtained with positive probability. This was introduced in [DI10] but
there has been less progress on this problem since it is less directly combinato-
rial. We will therefore instead report on the problems that we consider the most
important.
2. CUBE PACKINGS AND TILINGS FOR N = 2
A cube packing is a family (vi + [0,1]n)i∈I of translates of the unit cube [0,1]n
that tiles Rn by translation. A cube packing is said to be of class PN if it is 2Zn
periodic and if the vectors vi belong to 1NZ
n
.
One method for obtaining cube tilings of class T2 is to take vectors v at random
in {0, 1
N
, . . . , 2N−1
N
}
n
and add the cubes if they do not overlap with preexisting
ones. This method can be considered as a random process and this approach has a
long history starting from [Re1958]. It was extended to packing in the cube [0,4]n
by integral translates of the cube [0,2]n in [ItUe83, DIP05, Po05] where estimates
on the expectation of the obtained random cube packing are obtained [DI11].
In dimension n ≤ 2 the sequential random cube packing into torus will always
give a tiling. However, in dimension 3 we can obtain with non-zero probability a
non-extensible cube packing with 4 translation classes and thus density 1/2 (see
Figure 1).
The full classification of T2 cube tilings has been obtained in dimension n ≤ 5.
See Table 1 for the number of types. Since for n ≤ 5, Keller’s conjecture is true
any cube tiling has two cubes that share a face. This means that we can shift them
by 1
2
ei with ei a basis vector. By iterating such operations one can get new cube
tilings. It turns out that for n ≤ 5 all cube tilings can be obtained by starting from
the trivial cube tiling by integral translates of [0,1]n (see [MaOsPo2013] for the
case n = 5 and [DIP06] for n ≤ 4). It would be interesting to know if this also holds
in dimension 6 and 7.
The packings of low density are harder to study. Let us denote by f(n) the mini-
mum number of translation in a non-extensible cube packing of class P2. Similarly
let us denote by h(n) the minimum number of translation classes of cubes, possibly
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TABLE 1. Number of types of cube tilings in dimension n ≤ 5
n # types Reference
2 2
3 9
4 744 [DIP06]
5 899,710,227 [MaOsPo2013]
TABLE 2. Known values and ranges of f(n) and h(n) for n ≤ 7
(from [MaOs2014])
n f(n) h(n)
2 4 3
3 4 4
4 8[DIP06] 7[DIP06]
5 12[MaOs2014] 10[Br2011]
6 16[MaOs2014] 15[MaOs2014]
7 20 − 32[MaOs2014] 20 − 23[MaOs2014]
overlapping that are needed in order to prevent the addition of one non-overlapping
cube (see [DIP06] for details). Obviously f(n) ≥ h(n). Table 2 from [MaOs2014]
gives the known values of f(n) and h(n). Other exhaustive enumeration works
seems impossible in that direction now. However, one direction that has not been
really considered is obtaining infinite families of low density packings for all n.
A hole H(P ) is the complement of a non-extensible cube packing P with 2n− l
cubes. Such non-extensible cube-packings do not exist for l = 1, 2 or 3 and any
dimension n ([DIP06, Theorem 2]). In [DIP06, Conjecture 1] we stated that for
l = 4 the holes H(P ) is essentially unique and is given by the one of Figure 1
and its higher dimensional extensions. We also conjectured that holes do not exist
for l = 5. The conjecture was proved in [MaOs2014] for n = 5 by an exhaustive
enumeration. Also we conjectured that for l = 6 or l = 7 in any dimension, the
holes belong to a finite set of possibilities. It seems to us that such conjectures
are not hopeless and could be proved by extending the proof technique of [DIP06,
Theorem 2].
3. CONTINUOUS CUBE TILINGS AND PACKINGS
The main peculiarity of cube tilings of class TN is the 2Zn periodicity. It im-
poses that for any two translation classes of cubes t+[0,1]n and t′+[0,1]n that are
non-overlapping, there exist a coordinate i such that ti and t′i differ by an integer.
We choose to consider this as their main feature and see the behavior of the cube
tilings as N → ∞. The formalism is explained in details in [DI10] and allows to
consider the cube packing that are obtained with positive probability as the main
objects.
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From the viewpoint of exhaustive combinatorial enumeration the problems are
easier with a slower combinatorial explosion (for example in dimension 4 we have
32 types of such continuous cube tilings vs 744 for the class T2). However, the
absence of a graph formalism makes it harder to program and they were thus much
less studied.
On the other hand the continuous structure gives the notion of number of param-
eters that are needed to describe the structure. It is conjectured ([DI10, Conjecture
5.4]) that this number of parameters is at most 2n − 1 but we were unable to prove
it. The number of parameters is at least n(n+1)
2
but an open question is to prove
the existence of a cube tiling with this number of parameters and obtained with
positive probability.
In one respect the continuous case is simpler. For n odd the minimal non-
extensible cube packings can be classified ([DI10, Proposition 5.5]): they have n+1
translation classes of cubes and are described by what are called one-factorizations
of perfect graphs K2m with 2m = n + 1. Such one-factorizations exist for any
m ≥ 1 ([Al2008]) and the number of non-isomorphic types is known for m ≤ 7
([KaOs08]). If n is even, then one expects the existence of a non-extensible con-
tinuous cube packing with n + 2 cubes and n(n+1)
2
parameters, but the expected
cube packings would be more complicated than one-factorization.
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